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Migrating to a Direct Duo Security AccountMigrating to a Direct Duo Security Account
GuideGuide
Migrating to a direct Duo Security account is easy and takes just a couple of minutes.

Create a Duo Security AccountCreate a Duo Security Account
Visit https://signup.duo.com/ to create a Duo Security Account.

Activate the Auth API IntegrationActivate the Auth API Integration
Upon logging in for the first time, you will be presented with the Protect an Application screen.

For WHMCS, you need to use the Auth APIAuth API application. Click Protect this ApplicationProtect this Application (indicated
below) to generate the API Credentials you'll need to configure your Duo Security account
inside WHMCS.
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The following screen will be displayed providing you with the Integration Key, Secret and API
Hostname which you'll need later.

Configure WHMCS to use your Duo Security AccountConfigure WHMCS to use your Duo Security Account
Next, login to your WHMCS installation. You will need to be running WHMCS 7.0 or later for this
next step.
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If you had Duo Security active previously, upon logging into your WHMCS admin area for the
first time after upgrading, no Duo Security authentication prompt will occur and you will be
prompted with the following message.

Click the Go to configurationGo to configuration link to jump straight to the Duo Security configuration page.

Enter the Integration Key, Secret Key and API Hostname that were provided to you on the Duo
Security Auth API page in the previous step.

Click Save ChangesSave Changes to complete the process.
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You have now successfully migrated to using your own Duo Security account.

The next time an admin user with Duo Security enabled logs in, they will be prompted to
configure their device again with your new account as shown below.
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Duo Migration Frequently Asked QuestionsDuo Migration Frequently Asked Questions
Why are you changing the DuoSecurity configuration?Why are you changing the DuoSecurity configuration?
We know that users enjoy the ease and convenience Duo brings to two-factor authentication -
we like it too - the feedback we received from our valued customers is that the ability to
manage users directly and use an organisation's existing Duo account was preferable.

As a result, in version 7.0 of WHMCS the implementation was changed to better service our
customer's needs, we share the view that the extra few minutes now required to configure
DuoSecurity is worth the added benefits.

What happens if I do not migrate?What happens if I do not migrate?
On 1st July 2017 DuoSecurity users purchased directly from WHMCS will be disabled, meaning it
will no longer be possible for staff and/or clients who have DuoSecurity configured to
authenticate to the admin and client areas respectively.

Therefore we recommend planning to update to WHMCS 7.0 or above and migrating to the new
implementation prior to 1st July 2017.

Instructions for migrating are located here: http://help.whmcs.com/m/68155/l/
722668-migrating-to-a-direct-duo-security-account

Can I use the DuoSecurity module from 7.0 with my 6.3Can I use the DuoSecurity module from 7.0 with my 6.3
installation?installation?
A drop-in update to the DuoSecurity module is not available to switch a v6.3 WHMCS
installation to the new implementation. This is because changes were required to WHMCS core
files to facilitate the use of an organisation's own DuoSecurity account.

Is it mandatory to update to version 7.0?Is it mandatory to update to version 7.0?
Updating your WHMCS installation to version 7.0 or above is required in order to continue using
DuoSecurity as a second factor authentication method.

If you do not wish to update by the discontinuation date of 1st July 2017, it will be necessary to
disable DuoSecurity on or before 1st July 2017.

Are other Two Factor Methods affected by this change?Are other Two Factor Methods affected by this change?
No. Time Based Tokens and Yubikey authentication will continue uninterrupted.
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How much will I be charged during the migration period?How much will I be charged during the migration period?
We will not make any charge for DuoSecurity users between the announcement date and the
discontinuation date (1st July 2017).

Effective immediately there is no charge for the old implementation method regardless of the
number of DuoSecurity users.

Who do I pay for DuoSecurity from today?Who do I pay for DuoSecurity from today?
After migrating to the new DuoSecurity implementation, you are using your own account held
directly with Duo. Therefore payments for are made directly to Duo. WHMCS will not charge
you for DuoSecurity users effective immediately.

Even better, Duo offers the first 10 users free of charge.

Do I need to update WHMCS?Do I need to update WHMCS?
If you wish to continue using DuoSecurity as your second factor authentication method, it is
necessary to use WHMCS 7.0 or above.

If you are currently using WHMCS 6.3 or below, you will need to update.

How do I update to WHMCS version 7?How do I update to WHMCS version 7?
Updating to WHMCS version 7 is a manual process, but it's the last manual update you will ever
need to perform!

Update instructions are located here: http://docs.whmcs.com/
Updating#Performing_a_Manual_Upgrade

Once updated to version 7 you will be able to migrate to the new DuoSecurity implementation
for uninterrupted access.
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